SPEED UP YOUR WORKOUTS AND GET SPED-UP RESULTS
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Last year’s runner-up has big plans for this year’s Figure Olympia
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With more than just a win at stake, Nicole Wilkins is aiming for a double celebration as she heads into the Olympia for her second title.
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Appearances can be deceiving. Take, for example, the number two. The weightlessness of this trivial title number seems easy to dismiss until you consider two scoops of double-fudge ice cream, two one-hundred dollar bills, two rockin’ new Nike sneakers, to name a few. Why settle for one when you can have two, right? After all, as the old saying goes, “Good things come in twos.”

That’s the thinking behind Nicole Wilkins’ every set and rep in preparation for the 2011 IFBB Figure Olympia. With a Figure Olympia title and two consecutive IFBB Figure International titles already under her belt, the only thing better than each win in Wilkins’ eyes is both major titles in the same calendar year. “To win the Olympia this year, it will be the first time in history a competitor has won both [titles] in the same year,” says the 27-year-old personal trainer and online business owner. “That’s what I’m aiming for.”

Beyond the Norm

Some records are broken, others are annihilated. Such was the case at the 2007 NPC Team Universe Fitness and Figure Nationals, when Wilkins earned her pro card in the fitness and figure divisions, etching herself into the top spot in the sport’s history books as the first competitor to garner both overall wins at the same national-level show. “I have to say I was surprised that I won both [titles],” says the Sterling Heights, Mich., resident. “I kind of knew I had the potential to win the fitness division, but when I won both, I was overwhelmed. It was a dream come true.”

The record-smashing drive that propelled this 5-foot-5½-inch beauty into the pro ranks was a quality seeded by her parents at a very young age. “Both of my parents are very active, and my father being a competitive athlete, always encouraged me to be healthy but [also to] take part in sports,” she says. Wilkins was a lifelong athlete and fierce gymnast until a meniscus tear to her left knee in high school threw her competitive career off-balance. “I began to rely on calisthenics and weights as an outlet for my energy after my second knee surgery, and I noticed that my body responded well to this type of training,” she says. Guided by her gymnastics coach — who was also a powerlifter — Wilkins eventually took to more sophisticated moves such as squats, power cleans and deadlifts.
Sweet Revenge
When self-doubt becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, Wilkins gets even. "I consider myself optimistic, and I always try to look for the positive in each situation," she asserts. "So this year, I have focused a lot on visualization and surrounding myself with people who can relate to my lifestyle and [who] support my career." Fortunately, Wilkins has managed to build a great support team helping propel her toward her goals, including her parents, friends, and her training and nutrition coach Kim O'Ddo. "[O'Ddo] has been my trainer and a dear friend since 2006," she says. "I honestly couldn't have done it without him.

With a strong first-place finish at the Figure International at The Arnold Sports Festival already in the books for 2013, Wilkins is well on her way to ruffling the pages of history this year. Even though her training routine enabled her to secure the title in Columbus, Ohio, in March, she wants to add a little extra zest to the mix for the Olympia. "I'm going every workout 110 percent," she says. "I will never leave the gym feeling like I could have given more. I'm working hard on making my arms leaner, abs more defined, and biceps and glutes a little tighter. I'm very focused on September. In fact, because my offseason has been much shorter this time around, I feel like I've gotten a good jump-start on making the necessary changes for the stage. But the biggest difference is my outlook. I'm going to have fun!"

With her training and, more important, her mind now on point, Wilkins is a double threat for this year's competition. Perhaps for the first time in figure, she'll prove good things really do come in pairs.

SUPPLEMENTS FOR SUCCESS
Behind every champion is a championship supplement regimen. These are what Nicole Wilkins relies on to help her get through the workouts and manage the diet that get her into — and keep her in — competition shape.

**Mat-Rx RTD 51**
"These shakes are great when I'm on the go, which is most of the time. They're low carb, low fat and high in protein and are great for keeping the munchies at bay between meals."

**Mat-Rx Amped RTD**
"Before workouts, I take Amped RTD. It's a blend of caffeine sources, along with green-tea extract that gives me that extra push I need in the gym and in daily life."

**Mat-Rx Protein Plus Protein Bar**
"These are my go-to choice when I'm traveling. Since you can't bring drinks through the security check, pack one of these high-protein bars in your pocket for a healthy snack."
DAY 4: YOGA
Cardio: Fast-paced walk on the incline treadmill for 45 minutes.

DAY 5: CROSSFIT
Cardio: Moderate-paced run on the treadmill for 30 minutes, followed by a walk on the incline treadmill for 20 minutes.

DAY 6: BACK
Exercise Sets Reps
Wide-Grip Pull-Up 3 10
T-Bar Row 3 12
Seated Reverse-Grip Cable Row 3 12-15
Close-Grip Pulldown 3 12
Cable Pullover 3 15
Cardio: Moderate-paced cardio on the elliptical for 35 minutes, followed by sprint intervals (one minute at 10 mph; one minute at 4 mph) on the treadmill for 20 minutes.
*Does not include warm-up sets. Warm-up consists of one in two sets of 15 to 20 reps each.

DAY 7: REST OR YOGA